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Abstract. We define a constructive model for 02-maps, that is, maps recursively definable from a map deciding the halting problem. Our model refines existing constructive interpretation for classical reasoning over one-quantifier formulas. It could be a significant step toward an intuitive understanding of a classical proof as a concurrent program. 
In versions II of the same paper we will extend our interpretation to all arithmetical definable non-recursive maps.
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§ 0. Introduction.
A topological model for classical reasoning. In our model, we use a completion idea, quite similar to the topological completion producing Real numbers out of Rational numbers. Whenever a converging limit of integers has no computable result, we add it to the set N of integers as a new object. Let us call N* the set of all (converging) limits over N, with the original elements of N identified with constants successions.
From a classical viewpoint, N* is nothing but N, because each limit may be identified with its integer result. From a constructive viewpoint, several maps which were not computable over N are computable over N* (but with a limit result, no more with an integer result). Typical maps computable over N*, but not computable over N, (see later) are the “some” map, defined by some(x) = True if f(x,y)=0 for some y, and some(x) = False if f(x,y)0 for all y. A ”some” map decides solvability in y of equations f(x,y)=0 (the so-called Halting Problem). 

Starting from this consideration, we build a purely intuitionistic (i.e., not using Excluded Middle at all) model of recursive maps + some maps: more precisely, of all 02 maps. We only need some minor shifts in definition: convergence of limits and equality between limits have to be reformulated. New definitions are classically equivalent to the more traditional ones, but from a constructive viewpoint they are more significant. 
Any classical reasoning using only the existence of the “some” map (essentially, classical reasoning over one-quantifier formulas) may be reinterpreted as constructive reasoning in our model.

The main result we have for our topological model is: whenever an equation g(x)=0 (for g recursive map) has some solution lN* (has some limit solution), then it has a solution xN. Besides, x is not found by blind search through all integers, but it may be computed by using ideas from the proof of g(l)=0 (out of different proofs of g(l)=0 we get different x’s).

A Realization semantic for classical equational reasoning. By building over the top of our model of 02-maps, we may define an Heyting-like notion of “realizer” r for equations l=m between limits. A “realizer” is a map making explicit the construction hidden in constructive reasoning. Unlike equational reasoning over integers, equational reasoning over limits hides some non-trivial construction, hence some non-trivial realizer.

A calculus of concurrent processes. Eventually, we provide an explicit implementation of realizers, that is, an explicit constructive content for a classical proof using the “some” maps. 
Our interpretation translates a classical proof by a net of concurrent “learning” processes, each of them associated to a map some(x), deciding solvability in y of a particular equation f(x,y)=0. Each process takes both x and a finite subset J of N as input. It may either find a solution for f(x,y)=0 in J, or to give up, provided it searched for y at least through J. Processes may be “piped”, that is, they may both send or receive inputs either from the input gate, or to the output gate, or each other. Inputs sent each other takes the shape both of an integer x, or of finite set J, to be searched for solutions of f(x,y)=0. When an input changes, search has to be restarted on the new x, J. The result of previous searches is never unlearned, but stored in process’ internal state. When two processes are related to the same equation f(x,y)=0, they share the same internal state. In this case, the results of their searches may conflict. To solve conflicts, we always take the best solution we found (any solution is better than no solution, smaller solutions are better than larger ones).
Eventually, the concurrent computation associated to a classical proof always terminates. During the computation many non-deterministic choices may be done, affecting the final result. The only thing we do know is that final result is always correct. Say, if the classical proof is supposed to provide a solution of g(x)=0, then it will always find some x such that g(x)=0.

All definition and proofs in this paper (but for a few side results, relegated in Appendix) are purely intuitionistic. We use intuitionism as a tool to make explicit constructions usually hidden in classical reasoning.

This is the plan of the paper. In part I we will introduce completion N* of N, in part II a computational interpretation for equational reasoning on N*. 
Part I. In § 1 we introduce all ingredients of intuitionistic reasoning we need in the paper (well-founded relations, direct sets and so forth). 
In § 2 we define our model N* of limit reasoning over N. 
In § 3 we characterize continuous maps on N* as 02 maps. 
Part II. In § 4 define a Realizability interpretation for equational reasoning. 
In § 5 we use realisers to constructivize one simple classical theorem requiring Excluded Middle over 02-formulas (formulas without nested quantifiers).
In § 6 we sketch an implementation for realizers using concurrent learning processes.
(This part of the paper is ongoing work: we only have an informal description of the net of processes  implementing a classical proof ).

Part I is intended to provide a theoretical background for computational intepretation of part II. Not all results included in part I are strictly needed to understand part II. 

Future researches. In version II of this paper we will extend our model to all non-recursive maps definable in First Order Arithmetic. The net of concurrent processes will become more involved: unlearning, that is, backtracking of previous choices, will become possible. 


§ 1. Some intuitionistic concepts.
In this section, we will introduce all ingredients we need for our completion of N: 
direct sets, covering of N, sequences, successions, stationarity, 
limits, well-founded relations, change ordering, stability.
In this section, we discuss only the properties of these concepts necessary for our interpretation. A detailed discussion about such concepts is posponed to the Appendix. The key notion of the paper will be the notion of stability (a kind of converge notion for limits).

Direct sets. An ordered set D is directed if there is some dD, and any two d,eD have some upper bound e’d,e in D. We suppose that an effective map j(d,e)d,e, picking an upper bound of d,e is fixed for each directed set. Usually, j(d,e) will be the l.u.b. of d,e.
We will consider only countable (i.e., effectively enumerated) direct set D. Elements of D are coded by integer, therefore we know what is a recursive map over D.
D represents a tree of possible computation states. When de, we say that e is “a possible future” for the state d. For the purposes of this section, the example D=N suffices (in this simplified case, there is only one timeline). Another example is D=Pfin(N)={finite subsets of N}. We choose, as upper bound map, j(n,m) = max(n,m) in the first example, j(J,H)=JH in the second one. 
Only at the end of part II we will consider a more subtle choice for D. A particular choice for D is only intended to improve efficiency of the interpretation of Classical Logic. Different choices for D makes little or no conceptual difference.

Coverings of N.  Let D be a directed set. Then a covering structure of N by D is any pair of recursive maps:
Cov:DPfin(N),      :ND       
satisfying the conditions: (i) Cov is weakly increasing: if de, then Cov(d)Cov(e); (ii) xCov((x)). When a covering structure by  D is given, we say “D covers N”. When xCov(d), we say that d covers x. Intuitively, if we have a covering relation, elements of D may be identified with finite subsets of N covering N. Clauses (i), (ii) now read as: (i) more dD is larger, more it covers elements of N; (ii) given any xN, we may effectively find some d=(x)D covering x. We will abbreviate xCov(d) or “d covers x” by xd.

Usually, we take as (x) the smallest dD covering x. If D=N, we choose Cov(d)=[0,d], and (x)=x: in this case, xd iff xd. If D=Pfin(N), we choose Cov(d)=d, and (x)={x}: in this case, xd iff xd.

In applications, we often assume an infinite effective family {(Covn,n)|nN} of covering structures to cover N by a fixed D (see section 5 for an example). We read “xld” as “the l-th component of d covers x”. If we have a family of covering relations, any dD may be identified with a record, whose components are finite (and possibly overlapping) subsets {xN| xld} of N, each of them labelled by some lL. Plurality of ways of covering N are introduced only to improve efficiency of the interpretation. Theoeretically, the reader may always think that there is just one covering, that all covering are equal to this one, and the index l in l,l is dummy. In fact, the reader may even assume that D=N, and that each dD is just a denotation for the segment [0,d].

If dD, xN, then we define (d+lx) = j(d,l(x)). (d+lx) is some element d whose l-th component covers x. Two example (with dummy index l): if D = N, then d+lx = max(d,x), and if D = Pfin(N), then d+lx = d{x}.

Cofinality on D. A subset XD is cofinal in D iff for all dD there is some eX s.t. de. Any cofinal subset is inhabited (there is at least one inhabitant of D, and therefore one inhabitant of X above it).

Sequences over D, successions. Element of D may be coded by integers; therefore we may define what recursive maps of DN are. We call any total recursive map f:DN a sequence: we think of f as a tree of possible streams, depending on the computation state dD. When D=N, we are assuming there is just one timeline 0, 1 2, 3, … and f is just a single stream:
f(0), f(1), f(2), f(3), ...
We call any total recursive map g:NI (with the elements of I codable in N) a succession (over I).

Stationarity and limits. We say that f is stationary with limit n iff for some dD, we have f(e)=n for all ed. By directness of D, the limit of f, when it exists, is unique: if we also have f(e)=m for all ed’, then there is some d”d,d’, and m=f(d”)=n.
An example, in the case D=N. Given the equation f(x)=0 (with f recursive:N{0,1}), there is a sequence L={Ln}n, whose limit is 0 when f(x)=0 for some x, and 1 if f(x)=1 for all x. Just choose Ln = minimum value among f(0), f(1), … f(n). {Ln}n is a stream of 1’s, turning to a stream of 0’s from the first x such that f(x)=0 (if any).

The key point to remark, in order to understand the rest of the paper, is that the limit of L cannot be computed out of f. L is indeed 0 or 1, according if f(x)=0 for some xN, or f(x)=1 for all xN, but in order to decide which is the case, we need Excluded Middle, or the non-recursive map deciding the Halting problem. In both cases, existence of limit of L is not intuitionistically proved. 
Thus, if we want an intuitionistic theory of convergence encompassing L, we have to weaken (from an intuitionistic viewpoint) the notion of convergence. The new notion we will use is: L converges iff L changes its value only “finitely many times”. This idea will be expressed by Well-foundness of a suitable “change ordering” on the stream of values of L. From a classical viewpoint, this new notion, which we call “stability”, is quite close to the traditional one, and equivalent to it when D=N (see Appendix, subsection A1). From a constructive viewpoint, however, “stability” will make the difference. By defining convergence as “stability”, we will be able to prove convergence of limits with a non-recursive result.
We introduce now intuitionistic Well-foundness, then stability.

Well-foundness (intuitionistic definition). Let (I,R) be the pair of a set I and some binary relation RII. If x,yI, we say that y is an R-predecessor of x. We denote the set of R-predecessor of x by R(x). If PI, we consider P as a property defined over I, and we write P(z) for zP. We say that a property P is (I,R)-inductive iff for all xI, R(x)P implies P(x) (if P includes all R-predecessors of x, then P includes x). I is R-well-founded on x iff for all PI which are (I,R)-inductive, we have P(x). “I is R-well-founded on x” is an inductive property (in the variable x). Indeed, if I is R-well-founded in all predecessor of x, then I is R-well-founded in x. I is R-well-founded if I is R-well-founded on all xI. 
When no ambiguity will arise, we will drop all references to I, or to R, or to both. In this case we will say: “P is inductive”, “xI is well-founded”, “I is well-founded”, “R is well-founded”.

“x is well-founded” implies (and, classically, it is equivalent to) the fact that all R-decreasing chain from x are finite. Intuitionistically, by induction over nN, we may prove only a weak form of converse: if all R-decreasing chain from x have length  n, then x is well-founded. There are well-founded x with no common bound nN to the length of R-decreasing sequences from x. For instance, add an element  to N, with the axioms n< for all nN. Then  is well-founded w.r.t. <, but for all nN there are decreasing sequences of length > n from :
 > n > n-1 > n-2 > … > 1 > 0

Ershov Change ordering and Stability. Stability expresses convergence for a sequence f. Intuitively, f is a tree of streams, and stability says that, in all such streams, the value of f cannot keep on changing forever (eventually, it “stabilizes”). 
 We say that f “changes its mind” between deD iff there are dd’e’e such that f(d’)f(e’). In this case we write d <f e. The relation <f is a subordering of the (strict) ordering on D, and dd’<fe’e implies d<fe. We call <f the change ordering (first considered, but for a quite different purpose, by Ershov (see [0])). We say that f is stable iff >f (not <f, but its dual, >f) is well-founded.
“f stable” means that if P is a property over D, and P(e) for all e>fd implies P(d), then P is always true on D. By definition of Well-foundness for >f, f stable implies that, on all increasing succession {an}nN on D , f changes its value only finitely many times. Classically, also the reverse implication holds (see Appendix A1 for a proof).

A (crucial) example of stability. The sequence L={Ln}n defined above is stable. L may change its value at most once, from some n such that Ln=1, to some m>n such that Lm=0. Thus, all >L-decreasing chains have length 1. This implies >L well-founded. Thus, stability expresses convergence of L, even if cannot decide whether L has limit 0 or 1.
More in general, if there is a bound n to the length of >L-decreasing chains, then >L is well-founded and L is stable. This is a particular case of stability: usually, there is no bound nN to the length of >L-decreasing chains, or no recursive way to compute it out of L (see Appendix A2 if you want to know more).

Another example of stability. In the case D=N, a sequence f:DN is a single stream of values:
a,a,a,a,b,b,b,c,c,c,c,d,d,d,e,e,e,e,e,……
Split the stream in adiacent segments each time f changes its value: we get a succession of segments
a,a,a,a,      b,b,b,      c,c,c,c,      d,d,d,      e,e,e,e,e,……
We have i >f j iff walking from i to j we change segment. f stable means >f well-founded, that is, that the segments above are well-founded by >. This is an indirect way to say that there are only finitely many such segments (finitely many values of f), and, in particular, that there is a last segment (corresponding to the last and limit value of f). By expressing this fact in term of Well-foundness, we do not have to precise how many values f has, nor which is the last one (the limit of f). This weakening of the notion of convergence (weakening which is such only intuitionistically) will allow us to prove convergence (in an intuitionistic way) also for limits with a non-recursive result.


§ 2. A limit completion N* of N.
In this section we define the set N* of converging limits over N, and the notion of effective maps over N*, then we check that our definitions are well-given.

Definition (one-step completion N* of N). We call one-step completion of N, or just “completion” for short, the set:
N* = {stable (total, recursive) sequences f:DN}.
*

We code the elements of N* by the integer codes of the stable maps f. Each integer nN is identified with the sequence n*N*, constantly equal to n: n*(d)=n for all dD. When no confusion arises, we will denote n* simply by n. 
Classically, all stable sequences have a (unique) limit, which cannot be computed uniformly on N*: the existence of such a limit is not an intuitionistic theorem (as for the family of limits L in the previous section). Classically, N and N* have the same elements, but there is no recursive bijection between them. From an effective viewpoint, N* and N have a quite different structures: as we said, computable maps over N* correspond, via identification of a limit with its own result, to a class of non-recursive maps (to 02-maps).

We complete our model construction by defining equality over N* (by topological adherence), and effective continuous maps over N* (by a suitable equation). If x = x1,...,xk is any vector of elements of N*, then x(d) denotes x1(d)...,xk(d).

Equality over N*. We say that l,mN* are equal, and we write l=*m, iff {dD|l(d)=m(d)N} is cofinal in D (iff equality holds cofinally). From a topological viewpoint, we are saying that two points are equal iff they are adherent as sequences (w.r.t the discrete topology). Classically, l, m are adherent iff l, m have the same limit Classically, all stable sequences have limits, and “being adherent” is equivalent to “being convergent to the same point”.. Hence the equality over N* is not decidable. We discuss this notion of equality in Appendix, subsection A3.

Lifting. For each (total, recursive) map g:NkN* (k-ary) we define its lifting, or extension, to (N*)k. Lifting is a (total, recursive) map g*: (N*)kN*, defined by:
g*(x)(d) = g(x(d))(d)N,      for all x(N*)k and dD
We call g* the lifting of g. Our definition makes sense: we have x(d)Nk, therefore g(x(d))N*, thus g(x(d))(d)N. We will prove that g* is compatible with equality we defined over N* (if x1 =* y1, …, xk=*ykN*, then g*(x) =* g*(y)). 

Thanks to the identification of N with a subset of N*, we may apply lifting also to any h:NkN. This is possible because we identify each output h(y)N of h with the constant succession h(y)*N*, defined by h(y)*(e) = h(y). By unfolding definition, in this case we get: 
h*(x)(d) = h(x(d))*(d) = h(x(d)),      for all x(N*)k and dD

An example: if x, yN*, then (x+*y)N* is defined pointwise, by (x+*y)(d) = (x(d) + y(d)) for all dD. Another example. Let if:N3N be a map such that if(a,b,c)=b when a=0, if(a,b,c)=c when a0, for all a,b,cN. Take D=N, and assume lN* is any (stable) flow of 0’s and 1’s
0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ...
Then if*(l,b,c) is (for all b,cN) a (stable) flow of b’s and c’s:
b, c, c, b, b, b, c, b, ...
Remark that if* does not decide whether l is cofinally 0 or cofinally 1 (in fact, there is no way to make such decision). 

Continuous maps. We say that a (total, recursive) map :(N*)kN* is continuous iff  is extensionally equal to some lifting (to f*, for some f:NkN*). Remark that  is determined by its restriction f to Nk. From a topological viewpoint, this means that N is dense within its completion N*.

Properties over N*. Suppose fixed some set Bool={True, False}N. If P(x) is any decidable property over Nk, we may extend P to a property P* over (N*)k, in two steps. First, we consider P as some (total, recursive) map :NkBoolN. Thus, we may extend P to a map P*: (N*)kN*.  Second, we define: 
P*(x) is true      iff      P*(x) =* True*  N*
By definition of =* and P*, we have P*(x) is true iff the set {dD| P(x(d))=True} is cofinal in D. We will drop the superscript “*” if no confusion arises.


This completes our model construction. We have still to check that equality, projections, compositions of continuous and lifting are well-defined. Then we will check that continuous maps are exactly 02-maps, and, in particular, that they include all decision maps for one-quantifier formulas.

We start by proving a technical result, that the set of cofinal properties of any limit is a (proper) filter.

Lemma (Filter Lemma). 
Let lN*.  Call 
F = {PN decidable|P*(l) is true}
the set of (total, recursive) properties defined over N, which are true for lN*. Then F is a proper filter. By this we mean:
1.	If P*(l), Q*(l) are true, then (PQ)*(l) is true.
2.	If P*(l) is true and PR, then R*(l) is true.
3.	If T is always true, then T*(l) is true. If F is always false, then F*(l) is not true.

Proof.
1.	Fix any dD. We have to prove that there is some ed s.t. both P(l(e)) and Q(l(e)) are true. We argue by induction over dD, w.r.t. the well-founded order >l. By the assumption on P, there is some ed such that P(l(e)). By the assumption on Q, there is some e’ed such that Q(l(e’)). If l(e’)=l(e), then P(l(e’)), Q(l(e’)). Now assume l(e’)l(e). Then e’ >l d, and by inductive hypothesis over e’, we conclude that there is some d’e’d such that P(l(d’)), Q(l(d’)).
2.	For all d there is some ed s.t. P(l(e)). Then R(l(e)) by PR.
3.	T(l(d)) is always true, therefore cofinally true. F(l(d)) is always false, hence it is not cofinally true.
*

Point 1 of the Lemma above says that the intersection of two particular cofinal subsets of D (the subset in which P(l(d)) holds, and in which Q(l(d)) holds) is still cofinal in D. This is far from being true for generic cofinal subsets (think of even and odd integers in D=N). In this particular case, however, the intersection is still cofinal, thanks to stability conditions for the limit l.
Out of the Filter Lemma we may start checking some correctness conditions for our model.

Lemma (Correctness). 
	Any n-tuple of stable sequences is a stable sequence.

Equality on stable sequences is an equivalence relation.
Continuous maps include constant maps, projections, and are closed under compositions.
Lifting produces maps compatible with equality on stable sequences 

Proof
(i) Take n=2 (this case implies the general case). Let a,b:DN stable, and <a,b> denote the map d|<a(d),b(d)>. We have to prove that D is well-founded w.r.t. ><a,b>, that is, that any dD is well-founded w.r.t. ><a,b>. We first prove by principal induction over d1, >a and secondary induction over d2,>b that if dd1,d2, then d is well-founded by ><a,b>. Well-foundness w.r.t. ><a,b> is inductive: thus, it is enough to check that for all d<<a,b>e, we have e well-founded. By definition, for some d’, e’ such that dd’<e’e, we have <a(d’),b(d’)><a(e’),b(e’)>, that is, either a(d’)  a(e’) or b(d’)  b(e’). This means either (d1d<ae) or (d2d<ae). In the first case we apply induction hypothesis over e,d2, in the second one over d1,e.
The thesis now follows by taking d1=d2=d.
(ii) Let a,b,c:DN stable. Then a(d)=a(d) is cofinal (in fact, always true). If a(d)=b(d) is cofinal then b(d)=a(d) is (it holds for the same d’s). If both a(d)=b(d) and b(e)=c(e) are cofinally true, then their conjunction 
(a(d’)=b(d’)) & (b(d’)=c(d’))
is cofinal by the Filter Lemma, and a(d’)=c(d’), being a consequence of such conjunction, is also cofinal.
(iii) If f is constantly n, then f* is constantly n: f*(x)(d) = (f* is a pointwise extension) f(x(d)) = n. Thus, constant maps are lifting, and therefore are continuous. We check that the i-th projection pi over (N*)k is the lifting of the i-th projection qi over Nk. Indeed, qi*(x)(d) = (qi* is a pointwise extension) qi(x(d)) = xi(d) = pi(x)(d).
Let g be a map of arity n, and h be any vector of n maps of arity m. Then g°h is defined. We check that (g*°h*)(x)= (g°h)*(x) (that lifting commutes with composition of maps). We will conclude that a composition g*°h* of continuous maps is the lifting of g°h, and therefore it is continuous. We have, for all dD: 
g*(h*(x))(d) = g(h*(x)(d))(d) = g(h(x(d))(d))(d) = (g°h)(x(d))(d) =  (g°h)(x)*(d)

(iv) Assume f:NkN*, in order to show f*:(N*)kN*. Let x(N*)k: we have to check that f*(x)(.):DNk is stable, or that >f(x) is well-founded. 
We will prove some Claim slightly more general than out thesis:
(Claim)      for all dd1,d2 in D, d is well-founded under >f(x)
Eventually, our thesis, or “all dD are well-founded under >f(x)”, will follow from the Claim, just by taking d1=d2=dD. 
By point (i) of this Lemma, x(.):DNk is stable, and >x is well-founded. Thus, we may prove the Claim by principal induction over d1, >x, and secondary induction over d2,>f(i) with i=x(d1). Well-foundness of dD is an inductive property: thus, it is enough to prove that all eD with d<f(x)e are well-founded under >f(x).
By definition of d<f(x)e, and of f*, we have 
f(x)(d’) = f(x(d’))(d’)  f(x(e’))(e’) = f(x)(e’)
for some d’, e’ such that d1,d2dd’<e’e. There are two subcases.
	Assume either x(d1)  x(d’), or x(d’)  x(e’). Then (d1<xe). By ind. hyp. over the pair e,d2, and ee,d2, we deduce that e is well-founded under >f(x).  

Assume x(d1) = x(d’) = x(e’). Call i the common value of these three expressions. By hypothesis on d’, e’, we deduce 
f(i)(d’)   =   f(x(d’))(d’)      f(x(e’))(e’)   =   f(i)(e’)
Thus, (d2<f(i)e). By ind. hyp. over the pair d1,e, and i = x(d1), and ed1,e, we conclude that e is well-founded by >f(x).  
*

Remark that the lifting of map constantly equal to n is constantly equal to n: this means that if a decidable property p is always true on N, then its lifting p* is constantly true on N*. Thus, in order to prove p*(l) for all lN*, it is enough to prove p(x) for all xN. We call this argument “the Density Argument”, because, topologically, it is justified by N dense in N*.


Lemma (Compatibility of * and Extensional Equality). 
If f,g are extensionally equal on Nk, then f*, g* are extensionally equal on (N*)k.

Proof.
Let x(N*)k. We have to prove that f*(x)=g*(x) in N*, that is, that for all dD there is some ed such that f(x(e))(e) = g(x(e))(e). We argue by induction over >x (well-founded by Correctness Lemma, point (i)). By assumption, for all iN we have f(i)=g(i) in N*, that is: {eD|f(i)(e) = g(i)(e)} is cofinal in D. Taking i=x(d), we deduce that for all d, there is some ed such that f(x(d))(e) = g(x(d))(e). If x(d)=x(e) we get the thesis. If x(d)x(e), we have e>xd. By induction hypothesis on e there is some p such that  ped and f(x(p))(p) = g(x(p))(p). We get the thesis also in this case.
*


By combining the two previous Lemmas we conclude Correctness:

Theorem (Correctness of the topological model). 
All relations and maps used in our model construction are well-defined:
1.	(Equality) equality on N* is an equivalence relation; 
2.	(Category of limits and continuous maps) continuous maps include projections and are closed under composition; 
3.	(Lifting) the result of lifting is compatible with equality on N*; lifting sends extensionally equal maps into extensionally equal maps.
*


§ 3. Characterization of continuous maps on N*.
In this section we check that the set continuous maps over N* coincide with the set of maps recursive w.r.t. the Halting Problem; classically, this means that they are exactly all 02-maps. Eventually, we prove, constructively, a conservativity result This result is nothing but a topological reformulation of the conservativity result of Classical Arithmetic w.r.t. Intuitionistic Arithmetic. Each simple existential arithmetical statement (01 statement) classically provable is also intuitionistically provable (and the intuitionistic proof keeps a trace of the classical proof).: equations g(x)=0 (with g recursive) solvable in N* are solvable in N, too. 

We denote True, False by 0,1. Let f be recursive, and some(x), first(x) be defined by: 
 some(x) =	True if f(x,y)=0 for some y,		= False if f(x,y)0 for all y. 
 first(x)   =	the first y s.t. f(x,y)=0 if any 		=0 if f(x,y)0 for all y.

The maps are non-recursive in general (they solve the Halting Problem). They may be generalized, by taking coding of k-ple in N, to recursive maps f(x,y), with x, y vectors. 
The maps some, first are continuous over N*, if D covers N. Take any D equipped with a covering relation Cov, . In the case we have a family (Covn,n) of covering for N, we choose (for a reason we will explain later) the covering with index m = <f,x> (some name for the map f(x,.) we are considering). We abbreviate yCovm(d) by ymd.

Then we may define:
somed(x) 	= True    				if f(x,y)=0 for some ymd,	
= False 				if f(x,y)0 for all ymd. 
firstd(x)   	= the first yCovm(d) s.t. f(x,y)=0, 	if f(x,y)=0 for some ymd,
= 0 					if f(x,y)0 for all ymd

These maps are recursive because we assumed Covm(d) be finite (and effectively given). Then we define 
some(.):NN*, first(.) :NN*
by some(x)(d) = somed(x), first(x)(d) = firstd(x), for all xN,dD. For any fixed x, some(x)(d) is a tree of streams of 1’s, turning to a stream of 0’s when we reach some dD which m-covers some solution of f(x,y)=0.

Lemma (“some”, “first” maps). Assume D covers N. Then:
(i)  some(x), first(x)N*. 
(ii) for all x,yN*, the implications:
	some(x)=True   f(x,first(x))=0

some(x)=False  f(x,y)0
are true in our model (are cofinally true).

Proof. 
(i) Let l(d)=somed(x). We have to check that all dD are well-founded in the change ordering for l. When somed(x) = True, then somee(x) = True for all ed (by monotonicity of covering). Therefore if somed’(x)  somee’(x) and d’e’, we deduce somed’(x) = False, somee’(x)=True. Assume now the value of somed(x) changes from d to e: this means that somed’(x)  somee’(x) for some dd’’e’e. Thus, somed’(x) = False, somee’(x) = True. We deduce somee(x) = True. The point e is well-founded w.r.t. >l, because no further change is possible from e. We conclude that d is well-founded w.r.t. >l, too.
(ii.a) Assume somed(x)=True. Then, by def. of some(.), f(x,firstd(x))=0 for the same d. Thus, implication (a) is always true, hence cofinally true. 
(ii.b) Assume somed(x)=False. Then, by def. of some(.), for all yCovm(d) we have f(x,y)0. There is some d=m(y) such that yCovm(d) (with an arbitrary nN). For all ed we have yCovm(e) (by monotonicity of covering). Thus (somee(x)=True  f(x,y)0) is true for all ed, i.e., it is cofinally true, or in our model. By a Density argument, this decidable property has value True also for all yN*.
*

Maps on N* are closed under case definitions and inductive definitions, as recursive maps are. We describe a closure property under case definition first. Recall that if:N3N is defined by if(x,y,z)=y when x=0, and if(x,y,z)=z when x0.

Lemma (Case definition).
Assume a,b,c:N*N*, and g:XN*, h:YN*. Assume a(x)(d)=0 implies b(x)(d)X,and a(x)(d)0 implies c(x)(d)Y. Then there is a (unique) f:N*N*, such that for all xN*:
(case)      f(x) =* if*(a(x),g(b(x)),h(c(x)))

Proof.
It is enough to prove existence and unicity of f:NN*, that is, with (case) restricted to all xN. By assumption f(x)(d) is total; we prove now that it is stable. Set k(x) = (a(x),b(x),c(x)). h is continuous by a previous result. In order to prove that <f(x) is well-founded, we will in fact prove that for all d1,dD, if d1d, then d is well-founded w.r.t. <f(x). Let y=a(x)(d1), z=b(x)(d1), t=c(x)(d1). Order the pairs (d1,d) s.t. d1d lexicographically, the first component w.r.t. <k(x), the second component w.r.t. <g(z) if y0, w.r.t. <h(t) if y=0. By stability of g(z), k(t), the lexicographic ordering is well-founded, and we may argue by induction over it.
Assume d<f(x)e in order to prove e well-founded w.r.t. <f(x). By definition of <f(x), for some d’,e’D we have dd’’e’e and f(x)(d’)f(x)(e’). If either k(x)(d1)k(x)(d’) or k(x)(d’)k(x)(e’), then k changes its value between d1 and d: d1<k(x)d. By ind. hyp. over the pair (d,d), d is well-founded w.r.t. <f(x). If k(x)(d1)=k(x)(d’)=k(x)(e’), by unfolding definitions we obtain:
a(x)(d1)	= a(x)(d’)	= a(x)(e’)	(= y)
b(x)(d1)	= b(x)(d’)	= b(x)(e’)	(= z)
c(x)(d1)	= c(x)(d’)	= c(x)(e’)	(= t)
From the equations above, from f(x)(d’)f(x)(e’), and the definition of f(x)(d), we deduce g(z)(d’)g(z)(e’) if z=0, and h(t)(d’)h(t)(e’) if z0. In the first case g changes its value between d and e: d<g(z)e, in the second one h changes: d<h(t)e. We apply the secondary inductive hyp. over (d1,e) and, we deduce d well-founded w.r.t. <f(x). 
*

We will now describe in some details inductive definitions on continuous maps. W.r.t. the case of recursive maps, some extra care is required. Totality for a map f(x)(d) is required not only for all xN, but also for all dD. That is, we want f(x)(d) to be convergent as computation on N, D. 

Inductive definitions. Assume R is a decidable well-founded relation on N (like <). Denote by R(x) = {yN|yRx} the set of R-predecessor of x in N. Let
(0)      (... x ... g ...)
be any expression in N*, made of recursive or continuous functions, xN*, g:N*N*, and applications. By the results of the previous section, (... x ... g ...)N*, and (... x ... g ...) is compatible with extensional equality over the argument g. 
Consider the fixed-point equation in the variable f:N*N*:
(1)      f(x) = (... x ... f ...)N*      (for xN*)
Informally, we say that (1) is R-inductive (in N*) iff: for all xN, all dD:
in the evaluation of (... x ... f ...)(d), we only apply f(.)(d) to some yR(x)
or, said in other words:
in order to know f(x)(d), we only have to know f(y)(d) for some yR(x)
Formally, condition above may be stated as follows. Set 
g’(y) =* if(yR(x),g(y),0) N*
Then we say: (1) above is R-inductive iff for all g:N*N*, all xN*, we may replace g by g’ in (... x ... g ...), that is if:
(2)  (... x ... g ...) = (... x ... g’ ...) N*

Lemma (fixed-point Definitions). Let R be well-founded and decidable on N. Suppose the fixed point equation (1) is R-inductive. Then (1) has a unique continuous solution.

Proof.
(Existence) By R-inductivity, equation (1) in the variable f:N*N* may be restated as:
(1’)      f(x) = (... x ... f’ ...)N*      (for all xN*)
with f’(y)(d) = if(yR(x),f(y)(d),0). In turn, by unicity of lifting, in order to solve (1’) it is enough to solve (1”):
(1”)      f(x)(d) = (... x ... f’ ...)(d)N      (for all xN, dD)
Let f be the minimum partial recursive solution, defined in Recursion Theory, to (1). By induction over x w.r.t. R we may prove that f(x)(d) is total. We have still to prove f:NN*, i.e., f(x)(.) stable for all xN. We may prove f(x)N* by induction on xN w.r.t. R. Since f(.) is (by ind.hyp.) total from R(x) to N*, by case definition lemma f’ is total from N* to N*. By assumption over (… x … f’ …), we conclude f(x) = (... x ... f’ ...)N*, Q.E.D..
(Unicity) By induction over xN w.r.t. R, we may prove that if f, g are solution of (1’), then f(x)=g(x) for all xN. By unicity of lifting, f=g (extensionally).
*

Remark that we want (mainly for conceptual simplicity) f(x)(d) to be total for all dD, not just over a cofinal subset.
Out of the previous Lemmas, we deduce that continuous maps include “some” maps (maps deciding the Halting Problem) and are closed under recursive operation. The smallest class of maps recursive in the halting problem is, classically, the class of 02 maps. Next step is to check that the reverse inclusion holds, and therefore continuous maps are exactly all maps recursive in the Halting problem (classically, all 02 maps).
We define 02 maps as the smallest class of maps definable using lifting of recursive maps, some suitable “some” maps, and fixed-point definitions.

Theorem (Characterization of continuous maps).
Continuous maps are exactly 02 maps.

Proof. 
 By the Fixed Point Lemma.
 Take any f:NN*. The map f(x)(d) is total, recursive, and for all xN, stable in d. We will define some map 02 h(x)(d), such that f(x)(d) = h(x)(d) cofinally in d. 
Some prelimiaries. Fix any covering (Cov,), and any effective enumeration {dk}k of elements of D. Let x@l denote the (integer code of) the concatenation of any integer x with some list l of integers, last(l) denote the last element of a list l (last(l)=0 if the list is empty)). Abbreviate xCov(d) by xd.
Using recursive definitions, and the fact that D is coded within N, we may define f as map :N,DN (not yet as continuous map). We will now define a map g(x)(d), returning some finite succession of “possible positions” in which f(x)(d) might assume its limit value:
dk0, dk1, ..., dkn
We ask that each next value in the list be a “better guess” for the point in which f assumes its limit value. That is, we want:
dk0 <f(x) dk1 <f(x)  ... <f(x)  dkn 
We ask, besides, that {k1, …, kn}Cov(d), and that the last guess has no better guess in Cov(d) (we ask that di >f(x) dkn for no id). We may recursively define some g(x,k)(d) with the required property as follows:
g(x,k)(d) = dk			if there is no hd such that dh >f(x) dk, 
g(x,k)(d) = dk@g(x,h)(d) 	for the first hd such that dh >f(x) dk, o.w.
Then we set 
g(x)(d)	=  g(x,0)(d)		= some list dk0, dk1, ..., dkn such that:
					  {k1, …, kn}Cov(d), and di >f(x) dkn for no id
best(x)(d)	= last(g(x)(d))		= some dk such that di >f(x) dk for no id 
h(x)(d) 	= f(x)(best(x)(d))	= “a guess for the limit value of f(x)(d), 
  with no better guesses in {di|id}” 
g(x,k)(.), g(x)(.), h(x)(.) are 02 maps (hence stable). Definition of g(x,k)(.) is inductive w.r.t. the stable ordering >f(x). Indeed, we use the recursive call g(x,k)(d) = g(x,h)(d) only when the “some” map finds out some dh >f(x) dk (for some hd). We conclude the definition of g is inductive w.r.t. the well-founded order >f(x), and uses the fixed-point Lemma and some suitable some map. g(x)(.), best(x)(.) are 02 because they are compositions of stable maps. h(x)(.) is 02 because it is a composition of a recursive map, f(x)(.), with a stable map.
h(x) is cofinally equal to f(x). Fix any xN. We prove h(x)(d)=f(x)(d) is cofinally true in d, by induction over the change order for g(x)N*. Take any dD, and let dk = best(x)(d). Choose some ed,dk. By definition, h(x)(d) = f(x)(dk). We distinguish three subcases.
	If h(x)(e) = f(x)(e) we get our thesis. 

If h(x)(e)  h(x)(d), then g(x)(d)  g(x)(e), and e>g(x)d. We apply ind. hyp. on e, and we find some e”  e  d such that h(x)(e”) = f(x)(e”). 
There is only one subcase left: h(x)(d)=h(x)(e)f(x)(e). In this subcase, we have f(x)(dk)=h(x)(e)f(x)(e) and edk, thus e>f(x)dk. We have e=dh for some h (h is the place of e in the enumeration of D). Take any e’e such that he’. Then g(x)(e’)  g(x)(d). Indeed, either the list g(x)(d) is not a prefix of the list g(x)(e’), or if it is, then g(x)(e’) includes at least one more element after dk, because by the choice of e’, h, we have he’ and dh >f(x) dk. Thus, g(x)(e’)  g(x)(d), and e’>g(x)d. By induction hyp. on e’, there is some e”  e’ e  d such that h(x)(e”)=f(x)(e”).
*

The last result of this section has an immediate proof, yet it is quite relevant.  Let g be any recursive map: the theorem below says that if there is a limit solution lN* for g(x)=0, then l may be effectively turned into a solution xN of the same g(x)=0.
From a logical viewpoint, this is a conservativity result: extending N to N* adds no new solution to any equation. This justifies the interest of our model construction: we may use limit reasoning just to find integer solutions faster. 
From a topological viewpoint, the result is a density property (of N in N*): the set O = {x|g(x)=0} is a basic open in effective discrete topology, and the theorem says that if O intersects N*, then O intersects N.


Theorem (Conservativity Theorem or Density Theorem). 
Let g be any recursive map. If g(l)=0 for some lN*, then g(x)=0 for some xN.

Proof.
We have g(l(d))=0 cofinally in D, hence at last for some dD. Take x=l(d)N.
*

A last remark: x cannot be, in general, the limit of l, because limits are not computable. 
The situation is similar when we get Real number by completion from Rational Numbers. Suppose we want to find square root of 2 with approximation =10-9, i.e., we want to find some xQ such that |x2-2|<. This means that we have to find some inhabitant in the open set O={x|x2(2-,2+)}. We know that O is inhabited by 2: since Q is dense in R, this means that O is inhabited by some xQ (usually, we find some trunking x of 2). The rational x is always different from the irrational 2. The notation 2 is only used as a step in the computation whose output is x: we are planning to use limit integers in the same way.

Part II: a computational interpretation
for non-recursive maps

The constructive proof of f(l)=0  x.f(x)=0 in Part I implicitely includes a (non-trivial) method to turn any proof of f(l)=0, for some limit integer l, into the computation of an x such that f(x)=0.  
In § 4, we will analyse carefully Part I and explicitely describe such a method. The tool we use is the notion of realizer. A realizer represents, in form of an effective map, the construction implicit in an intuitionistic reasoning. In § 5, we will use realizers to constructivise one simple classical theorem requiring Excluded Middle on 02-formulas. In § 6, we will propose an implementation of realizers, hence of classical proofs, in term of a net of concurrent learning processes.
In this paper, we only use realizers for adherence statements (w.r.t. Discrete Topology on N, see below). For this reason, we will also call our realizers “adherence maps”.


§ 4. A Realization interpretation for equations between limits.
In this section we introduce a notion of realizer for equations t=*uN*. The we will show that classical equational reasoning about non-recursive maps on N may be turned, first, into constructive reasoning about continuous maps on N*, then, into operations bulding such realizers. 

“Adherence maps” (or “realizers”) of equations. Any equation t=*uN* is short for “the sequences t, u are topologically adherent”, or 
dD.ed.t(e)=u(e)
From a constructive view point, this means that there is some effective way, given any dD, to find some ed such that t(e)=u(e). We may represent such “effective way of computing e out of d” by some recursive map :DD computing e.

Definition (Realization of equality). Let :DD be any (total) recursive map. We call  an “adherence map” for t=*u, and we write :t=*u, if for all dD,  chooses some (d)d such that t((d))=u((d)). 
*

 may be considered as the constructive content of topological adherence between limits:  is a “realizer” of t=*u. If we do not have , in order to find eD we may just do blind search (we assumed D effectively enumerated); if we do have , we have some more relevant information about computing eD. 
Another reason for considering realizers is that they are winning strategy in a suitable Game Interpretation for ou topological model (see Appendix, subsection A4). 

We propose a realization semantic for equational reasoning over continuous functions f, g on N*. Each logical rule 
f1(x)=g1(x), f2(x)=g2(x), ... |- f(x)=g(x)
will be interpreted an operation turning adherence maps 1:f1(x)=g1(x), 2:f2(x)=g2(x), ... for hypothesises into an adherence map :f(x)=g(x) for the conclusions. 
Thus, in principle, adherence map would be automatically produced out of any classical reasoning on limits. They would be a kind of “microscope”, singling out the construction hidden in the classical proof.
Realization semantic may be used as follows. Out of a classical proof of f(l)=0, for some lN*, we may automatically generate some  such that :f(l)=0. Then (by the Conservativity Theorem), we conclude f(l(e))=0 for all dD and e=(d). Now x=l(e)=l((d)), for any dD, is some integer solution for f(x)=0, computed using , therefore using ideas from the original classical proof of f(l)=0.

The possibility of automatic generation, however, should not be taken too seriously. It may be really used only for short proof, in order to get an intuitive understanding of constructions hidden in classical reasonings. For long proofs, it takes less time to reformulate the goal constructively, in term of adherence map, and try prove it directely, rather than re-using the classical proof. Also in this case, however, the fact that some constructivisation exists, both for the theorem and for all of its lemmas, it is of some help. 

Definition (Realization statements). Let p:NkN be any recursive map, :DD, and t(N*)k. A realization statement is any statement of the form :p*(t)=*0, or just :p(t) for short (we will often drop the superscript (.)* for sake of readability).
*
 
Realization statements include previous realization statements :(t=*u), which may be expressed as eq*(t,u)=*0, with eq:N2N, and eq(x,y)=0 if x=yN, eq(x,y)=1 if xyN. Statements of the form p(t) are also closed under boolean operation (negation, conjunction, disjunction). The reason is that such operation may be represented as maps 
not:N{0,1},      and, or:N,N{0,1}
defined by: 
not(x)=0  not x=0,      and(x,y)=0  x=0 and y=0,      or(x,y)=0  x=0 or y=0
If we lift such maps to N*, we may express 
~p(t),      p(t)q(t),      p(t)q(t)
by
not*( p(t)),      or*( p(t),q(t)),      and*(p(t),q(t))

We may also define classical implication (p*(t)  q*(t)) by (not p*(t) or q*(t)).

We introduce now semi-formal rules to derive statement of the shape :p(t), then we will interpret them as operations on realisers . 

Definition (Equational Rules for 02-maps). 
(1) (Atomic Rules) all rules 
p1(l), ..., pk(l) |- p(l)      (with l(N*)k)
such that
p1(x), ..., pk(x) |- p(x)      (all xNk)
is valid in N.

(2) (Density of N) given any recursive succession of proofs of p(x,m), indexed on xNk, then p(l,m), for any l(N*)k. This rules has infinitely many (recursively given) premises:
... p(x,m) ... (all x Nk) |- p(l,m)

(3) (Some, First Axioms) Let f be any recursive map on N, and 
s(x)=(some y.f(x,y)){True,False}      c(x)=(first y.f(x,y))N
The “some” rule (an axiom) says that if s(x)=False, then f(x,y) has no solution in y:
|-    ~s(x)f(x,y)0      (all yN)
while the “first” rule (another axiom) says that if s(x)=False, then y=c(x) picks some solution of f(x,y)=0:
|-   s(x)f(x,c(x))=0
*

Atomic rules in point (1) includes, say
ab, ~ab |- b
that is, they include case reasoning and Cut rule. By combining (2) and (3), we may generalize (3) to any l(N*)k and mN*.
Out of (2) we deduce induction over N*. 

Lemma (induction). Let p:NN recursive be any property. 
(i)  if p is inductive on x over N iff it is inductive on x over N*.
(ii) induction over p holds in N*:

Proof.
(i) p is inductive on x over N means:
if y<x  p(y) for all yN, then p(x)
By density, (y<x  p(y) for all yN) is equivalent to (y<x  p(y) for all yN*). Thus, induction on x over N and over N* are equivalent.
(ii) Assume p is inductive over N*, in order to prove that p is true over N*. Then p is inductive over N, hence true over N, and by density, over N*.
* 

Merging of realization maps. Merging is an operation taking any sequence 1 : p1(l), ..., n : pn(l) of adherence maps, and returning an adherence map 
 : p1(l)...pn(l)
Our Realization interpretation is parametrized under such operation (which was already implicitely defined in the Filter Lemma). We include here a very particular case of merging, Left Merging, and we pospone the generalmost definition to the last section. Merging is inspired by Coquand’s game interpretation of Cut (see [2]). Left merging is functional, deterministic and sequential. General merging will be an imperative, non-deterministic protocol solving conflicts among concurrent processes.

 Left Merging (two arguments). Assume p1, p2:NkN be decidable properties, l(N*)k be a vector of k stable maps, and 1:p1(l), 2:p2(l), that is, 
1(d)d,   2(d)d,   p1(l(1(d))) = p2(l(2(d))) = 0
for all dD. We will define their left merging, which is some adherence map  s.t. :(p1(l)p2(l)), that is, 
(d)d,   p1(l((d))) ((d)) = p2(l((d)))((d)) = 0
for all dD. The idea is to find some (d)d such that l((d)) = l(1(d)) = l(2(d)).  alternatively applies 1, 2 to d0 = d:
d0      d1 = 1(d0)      d2 = 2(d1)      d3 = 1(d2)      d4 = 2(d3)      …
until the value l(d) stops changing, that is, as long as we have:
l(d1)  l(d2)  l(d3)  l(d4)  …
or, equivalently, as long as we have:

d1 <l d2 < l d3 < l d4< l …

The result of (d) is the first di (with i2) such that l(di) = l(di-1).  is well-defined because any recursive call decreases d w.r.t. >l. A formal definition of Left Merging would run as follows. Let next(1)=2, next(2)=1. We first define, by induction over >l, for i=1,2, an auxiliary map out(i,d).  out(i,d) alternatively applies 1, 2, starting from i, until l(d) stops changing:
	out(i,d)	= i(d) 				if l(i(d)) = l(d), 
	out(i,d)	= out(next(i),i(d))		if l(i(d))  l(d)
Eventually, we set:
	(d) 	= out(next(i),i(d))		with i=1 (some arbitrary choice)
By unfolding definitions we get
(d0) = out(2, d1) = out(1, d2) = out(2, d3) =  out(1, d4)  = … = di   (for some i2) Besides, for some d’, d”, we have 
l((d)) = l(di) = l(di-1) = l(1(d’)) = l(2(d”))
(because either i is odd and di = 1(di-1), di-1 = 2(di-2), or  i is even and di = 2(di-1), di-1 = 1(di-2)). We deduce:
	p1(l)((d)) 	=  p1(l(1(d’))) = 0
	p2(l)((d)) 	=  p2(l(2(d”))) = 0
We conclude that  is an adherence map.

Left Merging (n arguments).  We repeatedly apply binary Left Merging, using left association of arguments (we merge the first two maps, the result with the third one and so forth). A more general choice for Merging will be considered in the next section.

Definition (Realization Semantic for 02-maps). 
For each logical rule, we will define now some adherence maps : p(l) for conclusion, out of from adherence maps 1:p1(l), ..., n:pn(l)  for the hypothesis. Let j(d,e)d,e be any map picking an upper bound of d,e.

Case (1) (Atomic rules). We take  = merging of 1, ..., n. The map  realizes p1(l)...pn(l), hence it realizes also p(l), because for all dD, p1(l(d))...pn(l(d)) implies p(l(d)).

Case (2) (Density of N). Assume x:p(x,m), recursively on x. This means p(x,m)(x(d)) = 0 for all d. We define a map  such that p(l,m)((d)) = 0 for all lNk. Such a  repeatedly applies d| l(d)(d), starting from d0 = d: 
d0    d1 = l(d)(d0)    d2 = l(d1)(d1)    d3 = l(d2)(d2)    d4 = l(d3)(d3) )    …
until the value l(d) stops changing, that is, as long as we have:
l(d0)  l(d1)  l(d2)  l(d3)  l(d4)  …
or, equivalently, as long as we have:

d1 <l d2 < l d3 < l d4< l …

Formally,  is recursively defined by:
	(d)	= l(d)(d)	if l(l(d)(d)) = l(d)
	(d) 	= (l(d)(d))	if l(l(d)(d))  l(d)
The result of (d) is the first di (with i1) such that l(di) = l(di-1). (d) is well-defined by by induction over >l. Remark that each  di “almost” satisfies what we want, p(l(di),m(di)) = 0: if we set x=l(di-1), then from our assumptions we deduce, for all i:
p(l(di-1),m(di)) = p(x,m)(di) = p(x,m)(l(d(i-1))(di-1)) = p(x,m)(x(di-1)) =0
We may now check that p*(l)((d)) = 0, for all dD, just by unfolding definitions:
p*(l,m)((d)) 		= (by definition of ) 
p*(l,m)(di) 		= (by definition of lifting) 
p(l(di),m(di)) 		= (by l(di) = l(di-1)) 
p(l(di-1),m(di))		= (by the remark above)
0
*

Case (3) (Some, First). Let m=<f,x>N be the name of to the map f(x,.). Then s(x) has been defined in term of the covering m,  SB Prof. Stefano Berardi     m, the covering number m in our list. 
(Some) Fix a “some” axiom 
~s(x)  f(x,y)0      (xNk, yN)
Define (d) = j(d,e)D, with e= SB Prof. Stefano Berardi     m(y). Then ym(d) ((d) covers y). By definition of s(x), if ~s(d)(x) then no point z covered by (d) solves f(x,z)=0. We conclude:
~s(d)(x)  f(x,y)0

(First) We just take =id. We have to prove that id is an adherence map for any “first” axiom, i.e., that the statement
se(x)   (f(x,ce(x))=0)
is true for all eD. Let again m=<f,x>N. Assume se(x) is true. By definition, we have f(x,y)=0 for some yme. Then, by definition, ce(x)=(first yme such that f(x,y)=0), and therefore  f(x,ce(x))=0, as we wished to show.
*

In this section we defined a translation from classical proofs to programs. In the next section we will define constructivization, inspired by this translation, for some classical reasoning requiring Excluded Middle on 02-formulas (formulas without nested quantifiers). In the last section, we will describe in some details a (concurrent) implementation for programs out of classical proofs.


§ 5. One example of constructivization of 02-classical reasoning.
In this section we will consider a simple combinatorial result over N, Minimum Principle, requiring Excluded Middle over 02-formulas (one-quantifier formulas). Our goal is to prove them constructively over N*. The constructive proof in this section was originally obtained mechanically, in Kyoto course, by applying our Realizability Interpretation on classical reasoning. For sake of simplicity, however, we will include here no details, only a few hints, of how the constructive proof was obtained. 

In fact, in further examples (not included here) Realization Semantic will only be used to ensure that some constructivization of a classical result proved by 02-Excluded Middle exists (provided we shift from N to N*). It usually takes too long to use Realization as an effective method to automatically produce a constructive proof out of some classical proof. 

Fix any any D equipped with some covering (,) of N.  Let Cov(d) = the finite set of points covered by d = {yN|yd}. For sake of simplicity, in this section we assume that there is some dD covering no points, i.e. with Cov(d)=; that the set covered by j(d,e)D is the union of the sets covered by d,eD, i.e. Cov(j(d,e)) = Cov(d)Cov(e); and that (x)D covers exactly {x}: Cov((x)) = {x}. 
The reader might think of D=Pfin(N) as example (in fact, all direct set we will consider satisfies such assumptions).

Lemma (Minimum Principle for integer functions). 
Classically, for each (total recursive) f:NN there is some minimum point mN. m is a minimum point for f iff f(m)f(y) for all yN. 

Proof (Classical). 
Start with some random x0=0N. If for all yN we have f(x0)f(y), we may choose m=x0. Suppose instead f(x0)>f(y) for some y. Let x1=the first such y. If for all yN we have f(x1)f(y), we may choose m=x1. Suppose instead f(x1)>f(y) for some y. Let x2=the first such y. If we continue in this way, we produce a sequence:
f(x0) > f(x1) > f(x2) > f(x3) > f(x4) > …
of length at most f(x0). After at most f(x0) steps, we find some m=xi such that for all yN we have f(xi)f(y).
*

The minimum m as a stable map mN*. The classical proof of Minimum Principle defines m recursively on f and on a suitable “some” map s(x) = y.(f(x)>f(y)). Indeed, we may formally define m=out(0), with 
out(x)		= x 		if f(x)f(y) for all yN, o.w.
out(x) 		= out(y) 	for the first yN such that f(y)<f(x)
(The choice of the first point is just some arbitrary choice). Thus, m is a 02-map on the recursive code of f. Using our model of 02-maps, we may turn the classical definition of mN into the definition of a stable map mN*. We only have to relativize the “out” map to the points covered by some dD. 
We set m(d)=out(0)(d), with
out(x)(d) 	= x 		if f(x)f(y) for all yd, o.w.
out(x)(d) 	= out(y)(d) 	for the first point yd such that f(y)<f(x)

A simple characterization of mN*. out(0)(d) produces a sequence:
f(0) = f(x0) > f(x1) > f(x2) > f(x3) > f(x4) > …
with  x1, x2, …, xnd. Then m(d) in fact produces the (first) minimum point of f on Cov(d){0}.
m(d) = the first minimum point of f on Cov(d){0}

A constructive Realization of the Minimum Principle. The constructive interpretation of “f(m)f(y) for all yN”, in our Realization Semantic, is:
 : (f(m)f(y)) 
A realizer  of the statement (f(m)f(y)) can be defined by (d) = j(d,(y)) = some ed covering y. In order to check :f(m)f(y) we have to prove f(m(e))f(y) for e=(d). This follows by the fact m(e) = minimum of f on Cov(e), and yCov(e). 

Discussing the constructive Minimum Point Principle. We briefly compare the classical minimum principle with its constructive version. Instead of finding a minimum point mN for f on N, we find a minimum m(d)N of f on Cov(d){0}, some finite set. All we do know is f(m(d))  f(y), for yCov(d) or y=0. For a generic yN, we cannot guarantee f(m(d))f(y). Yet, we may force f(m(d))f(y) to be true by enlarging d to some e=(d)=j(d,(y)) covering also y. By the assumptions of this section, Cov(e) = Cov(d){y}. Adding the point y may change the value of m(d). Indeed, if f(m(d))<f(y), or f(m(d)) = f(y) but m(d)y then m(d) is the first minimum of f also in Cov(e){y} and m(e)=m(d); otherwise, the first minimum is y, and m(e)=y.
Thus, the “minimum “ we get is a flow m(d) of values indexed over dD, rather than a single value. The key point to remark is that m(d) is stable on d: the successions of all possible changes of m(d) form a well-founded tree. Indeed, whenever m(d) changes then either f(m(d))  f(0) decreases, and it may decrease at most f(0) times, or f(m(d)) stays the same, but m(d) decreases: thus, the tree of all possible changes is well-founded.

By the Conservativity Theorem, whenever we use the classical Minimum Principle in order to prove the existence of some integer with some decidable property, we may use the constructive version of it in order to define some effective way to get such an integer. The following example is due to T. Coquand Actually, Coquand considered the particular case g(x)=x+27.:

there is some x such that f(x)  f(g(x))

The classical proof is immediate: take 
x=the minimum point m of f.
Since f(m)f(y) for all yN, in particular we have f(m)f(g(m)). We may define an effective way of finding such an m in our Realization Semantic. 

Let l=g(m). Then we have to define a realizer :(f(m)f(l)) from a family of realizers 
y: (f(m)f(y))
In the previous paragraph we already defined y(d) = j(d,(y)): y adds the point y to the points covered by d. We use the method outlined in the proof of the Density rule. We start from any d, and we keep on applying d| l(d)(d), starting from d0=d:
d0    d1 = l(d0)(d0)    d2 =  l(d1)(d1)    d3 =  l(d2)(d2)    …
until the value l(d) = g(m(d)) stops changing, that is, as long as we have:
g(m(d0))  g(m(d1))  g(m(d2))  g(m(d3))  g(m(d4))  …

A solution to f(x) f(g(x)). No matter what d0 is, when the succession d0, d1, d2, … stops, we find a solution to f(x)  f(g(x)). Let us analyse which solution we get, assuming we start from some d0 covering no points: Cov(d0)=. Then 
m(d0) = the minimum of f on {0} = 0
By definition of di = l(d(i-1))(di), di covers the points covers by di-1, plus g(m(di-1)). By induction on i, we may prove:

Cov(di) = {g(m(d0)), …, g(m(di-1))}

Besides, if g(m(di)) changes, then m(di) changes, and by definition of m, m(di) becomes g(m(di-1)), the only new point covered by di. Thus, m(di) = g(m(di-1)) = g(g(m(di-2))) = gi(m(d0)) = gi(0). The succession g0(0), g1(0), g2(0), … continues as long as we have:
f(gi(0)) > f(gi+1(0))
or 
f(gi(0)) = f(gi+1(0))      but      gi(0) > gi+1(0)
(This last clause is rather arbitrary, it is just there because we want m(d) to be the first minimum of f on {g0(0), g1(0), g2(0), ..}). When we stop, we have f(gi(0))  f(gi+1(0)), and we found some x=gi(0) such that f(x)f(g(x)).

Conclusion (of the section). Compare this method of find some x such that f(x) f(g(x)) with the only method we usually associate to a classical proof of x.f(x) f(g(x)): blind search through x=0,1,2,… . In the first case, we only look through the values x = g0(0), g1(0), g2(0), …. In the second one, we look through all possible values of  x. 
It is curious to remark, however, that the search through x = g0(0), g1(0), g2(0), …, was in fact implicit in the classical proof, yet it was invisible until we used Realization Semantic to make it explicit. Realization Semantic is a kind of microscope, singling out constructive features deeply hidden in classical reasoning.


§ 6. Classical proofs as a net of concurrent learning processes.
(This part of the paper is ongoing work: we only have an informal description of the net of processes  implementing a classical proof ).
In the previous section we interpreted adherence maps by programs which are: deterministic, sequential and functional. In this section, we will show that the interpretation of classical proofs may be improved using programs which are: non-deterministic, concurrent and imperative. We will add these new features one at the time.

Non-determinism in merging. We analyse now in some details the “merging” operation, which, given 1, 2 adherence maps for p(c),q(c) (with p,q total recursive:NN, cN*), defines some adherence map  for p(c)q(c).

We briefly recall definition of Leftmost merging. Take any dD: we have to find some e=(d) such that p(c(e))q(c(e)). Starting from d0=d, we apply alternatively 1, 2, producing a succession
d1 = 1(d0),    d2 = 2(d1),    d3 = 1(d2),    d4 = 2(d3),    ....
of elements of D, such that c(di), alternatively, satisfy p and q. We stop the first time we find two adiacent elements di, di-1 (with i2) such that c(di)=c(di-1). Then we found some c(di) which satisfies both p and q. This succession is decreasing w.r.t. the change ordering for c (we continue when c(di)c(di-1)). By Well-foundness of >c, eventually we must stop.

Leftmost merging arbitrarely chooses to apply 1 first, but we could as well define merging in a rightmost way, applying alternatively 2, 1. The same construction would work. There is an essential non-determinism here, i.e., a forking in the tree of possible computations. 
This remark easily generalizes to a non-deterministic definition of merging.

Non-deterministic merging. Suppose we have n adherence maps 1, ..., n, for  p1(c), ..., pn(c) (cN*). We define a non-deterministic adherence map (d) for the conjunction as follows. We decide which map i to apply first, then we apply the (n-1) remaining ones in any order (there are (n-1)! choices). If they produce a succession
e=i(d)  f=j(e)  g=k(f) D
such that c(e)=c(f)=c(g)=..., then c(g) satisfies p1, ..., pn. If, at any moment, we find f, g such that c(g)c(f), we stop at some g>cd, corresponding to the application of some k. Then we repeat our process, and we apply again the (n-1) adherence maps different from k. We generate a succession decreasing w.r.t. >c,  and, eventually, we must stop.

To sum up the discussion above: while limit l of c is unique, the approximation c(p) of l we find depends on many non-deterministic choices. To have it unique, we must choose a particular protocol to compute c(p). 

Concurrent (non-deterministic) merging. The same discussion above suggests that merging  of a set ={1,...,n} of adherence maps for {p1(c), ...,pn(c)} may be done in a concurrent way, by applying more adherence maps at the same time. 
We define a succession e0=d, e1, e2, ..., of computation states, starting from d and ending in (d), as follows. We introduce the subset F of adherence maps “inforced”, with the constraint that iF implies c(eh)=c(i(d’)), for the current eh and some d’. When F= (all maps are enforced) then, by definition of adherence map, we will have pi(c(e)) for i=1, ..., n.
We start with F= (the constraint is trivially true), we select a set G={i,j,k, ...}(-F) of one or more adherence maps (not yet inforced), and we apply
d | e = j(i(d),j(d),k(d), ...)D
For each i,j,k, ... in G, either c(e)=c(i(d)), and i is enforced, or c(e)c(i(d)), and e >c i(d)  d. Also, for each enforced map hF, either c(e)=c(d), and h is still enforced, or c(e)c(d), and e >c d. That is, either we add one or more enforced maps to F, or we loose some, but in this case e >c d. We repeat such an operation until all maps are in F. 
We may prove this process converge by: principal induction over some d’d (w.r.t. the change ordering for c); secondary induction hypothesis on 0card(-F)n. 

Up to now, we showed how computation of adherence maps may be done in a functional, concurrent, non-deterministic way. To switch to an imperative programming (use of computation states) is more delicate.

An imperative interpretation of adherence maps. Most of the informations stored in the computation state dD are in fact redundant code: they are useful to describe computation history, and to prove that computation is terminating, but they not really part of it. They should be removed in implementations.

To explain this fact, let f(x,y) be any recursive map, and set
s(x) = some y.(f(x,y)=0),      c(x) = first y.(f(x,y)=0),      m=<f,x> (name of s(x))
Then the pair (sd(x),cd(x)) of integers is decreasing, w.r.t. the lexicografic ordering, when d increasesProof. (sd(x),cd(x)) starts from (False,0), when no y m-covered by d solves f(x,y)=0. When some y m-covered by d solves f(x,y)=0, then (sd(x),cd(x)) becomes (True,y) (with True=0<1=False). If d increases again, the pair may only change to some (True,y’) with y’ solution of f(x,y)=0 smaller than y.
. This implies that we do not have to record the entire d, but just the pair (sd(x),cd(x)). When we add some more points y, z, ... to the point covered by the m-th component of d, we have just to check if y, z are solutions of f(x,.), and better solution of that we already found (if any). If this is the case, we change the corrent value of (sd(x),cd(x)); in any case, we do not have to record y, z, ... . Such y, z, .. are just part of the history of computation, and subsumed in the best guess found up to a given stage.

This means that each pair (sd(x),cd(x)) we used may be considered as a learning process, finding better and better guesses for the values of s(x), c(x) as the computation goes on. Such process, as we stressed, only needs to know the previous best guess, not the entire computation hystory.

This suggest the following implementation of realizers (imperative, concurrent, non-deterministic). 

Memory of the processes. We split the memory available in as many parts as the recursive maps f associated to a map s(x), c(x) in the proof. We split each part into infinitely many pairs (sd(x),cd(x)), indexed over x. All but finitely many pairs are equal to (False,0): we only need a potentially infinite memory.

Processes. Assume we have s(l)=some y.(f(l,y)=0) or c(l)=first y.(f(l,y)=0) occurring in the proof (with l(N*)k). Let J = {l, m, ...} be the set of instances of instances of the “some” rule for s(l) in the proof. We add a process P, accessing to the part of the memory related to f. The input gates of P are x = l(d) (the corrent value of l), and the set J(d) = {l(d), m(d), ...} of current values of elements of J. The process P updates the guesses for (sd(x),cd(x)), taking the best guess among the one we already have, and  all guesses (True,z) associated to any zJ(d) solving f(x,z)=0. Whenever the input x changes, the process restarts; whenever some z=l(d), m(d), ... J(d) changes, and f(x,z)=0, we have to compare again the corrent guess with (True,z). 

Input/Output. The current value of the pairs (x1,y1), ..., (xn,yn) associated to some processes P1, ..., Pn may be used to compute inputs sent to other processes. Input and output may also be received from, and sent to, outside.

Conflicts. Two processes associated to the same f work in parallel and access to the same memory, hence they may conflit on the value to assign to some pair (sd(x),cd(x)). Whenever we have a conflict, we solve it by taking the best guesses (the smallest in lexicografic ordering).
This corresponds, in the functional implementation, to the step:
d | e = j(i(d),j(d),k(d), ...)D
When i(d), j(d), k(d), ... disagree over the next computation state, we take the largest one e. Such an e corresponds to the smallest guesses (guesses are decreasing when state increases).

Compound processes. Any non-empty set S of atomic processes may be considered as a compound process, with input gates all inputs coming out of S, and output gates all output going out of S.

Recursion. A (compound) process may ask itself for a value: in this case, a fresh copy of the process is made, taking care of the question and sending back an answer.

Termination. This is a (faster) implementation of non-determistic, concurrent adherence maps, which are terminating. Thus this is a terminating process. (A proof of this fact would require a formal definition of this process calculus, and a formal translation from adherence maps to processes.)
When no more process need an update, computation terminates, and the input sent outside will change no more.

We end this section outlining a canonical choice for the direct set D. We propose the choice D = Pfin(N)< (finite sequences over Pfin(N)), for efficiency reasons we will explain.

The choice of the direct set D. We said D is intended to represent the computation state. More specifically, we want dD to be a data structure, storing all numerical instances yN of the “some” axiom:
~s(x)f(x,y)0      (xNk, yN)
 which are really used by a classical proof of some p(l). Let m=<f,x> be the name of this particular instance of the “some” axiom. We interpret ymd by:

“at computation stage d, we used the instance yN of the “some” axiom named m”

For this reason, in the definition both of sd(x), cd(x), and associated realizers we considered only the set of integers covered by the m-th component of d. Having all coverings (n,n) equal to the same is conceptually correct, but quite rough: in this way, we pile together integers used to instanciate different “some” axioms. If all covering are the same, whenever we compute sd(x), that is, we decide if f(x,y)=0 for some ymd, we are in fact searching through all ynd for some n. Computation of sd(x) slows down considerably.
For this reason, we choose D = Pfin(N)<, the set of all sequences J={Jn}n of finite subsets of N, such that Jn =  from some n on. We order D by pointwise inclusion: JH iff JnHn for all n. We will denote by  the bottom of D (the sequence always empty). We define j=l.u.b., that is, we set
j(J,H)n = JnHn      (for all nN)
We define y m J (y is covered by the m-th component of J) by (yJm), and m(x) (the canonical J whose m-th component covers x) by the smallest JD which m-covers x. Such a J is defined by:
	Jn = {x} 	if n=m,
	Jn = 		if nm
H=(J+mx) is the smallest extension of J whose m-th component covers x. H is obtained by adding x to Jm: we have Hn = Jn{x} if n=m, and Hn = Jn if nm.
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Appendix.
This is the list of topics we want to discuss in some detail.
(A1) Why to define convergence as stability?
(A2) Is there any simpler way to express the notion of stability?
(A3) Why should we define equality of sequences cofinally equal? 
(A4) A Game Intepretation for adherence maps.
Only for the purposes of this discussion, we derive some side results using classical logic.

(A1) Why to define convergence as stability? We already introduced, in § 1, a first reason in order to choose, as notion of convergence for maps f:DN, stability in place of stationarity. Stationarity requires to know some dD such that f(e)=f(d) for all ed: there is no recursive way, in general, to find such a d, even if it exists. Thus, we cannot intuitionistically prove stationarity for all convergent limits (such a proof would provide a way to compute d): in order to recover, intuitionistically, all convergent recursive limits for D=N, we had to reformulate convergence as stability.

There is a second reason for choosing stability, which does not mention Intuitionistic Logic at all. In order to explain it, we have to consider the case DN, and compare the two notions of convergence from a classical viewpoint.

Comparing stationarity and stability. Let x:DN be any integer sequence indexed over D, and {Jn}nN be any increasing succession of elements of D. We say that {xJ0, xJ1, xJ2, …, xJn, …}  N is a subsequence of x. We say that {xJn}n is a cofinal subsequence iff {Jn}nN is cofinal in D (as sets).
We prove classically the following result:

Lemma (classic). Let x:DN, and D countable direct set.
(i) {xJ} is stable iff all subsequences {xJn} (indexed over N) are stationary.
(ii) {xJ} is stationary iff all cofinal subsequences {xJn} are stationary.
(iii) stability implies stationarity, but the converse holds only for some choices of D, like D=N.

Proof.
(i) . Assume that {xJ} is stable, that is, that D is well-ordered by >x. Let {xJn}n be some subsequence. We have to prove that {xJn} is stationary. By induction over JD and >x we may prove that, if J=Jp, then {xJn} is stationary since some rp. Indeed, if {xJn} is not stationary from p, then there is some q>p such that xJp  xJq. This implies Jp>xJq. By ind. hyp. on Jq, {xJn} is stationary since some rq>p. The thesis now follows by selecting J=J0.
. Assume that {xJ} is not stable in order to find some subsequence not stationary. Then there exists some subsequence {xKn}n  decreasing w.r.t. >x. By definition, we may insert between any Kn and Kn+1 some Kn Hn<Zn Kn+1 such that xHn  xZn. If we remove now repeated elements from {K0,H0,Z0,K1,H1,Z1, …}, we get some increasing sequence {Jn}n, and some subsequence {xJn} with infinitely many changes.
(ii) . Assume that {xJ} is stationary, and that {xJn} is some cofinal subsequence. We have to prove that {xJn} is stationary. By stationarity, there is some H such that {xJ} is stationary from H. By cofinality, there is some m such that Jm  H. Since {Jn} is increasing, we have Jn  H from m, and {xJn} is stationary from m.
. Assume that {xJ} is not stationary in order to find some cofinal subsequence not stationary. Since {xJ} is not stationary, for each H we may find some J  H such that xJ  xH. Since D is countable, there is some enumeration {Kn} of D. Define J0 = K0, J2n+1 = some value  J2n s.t. xJ2n  xJ2n+1 (it exists by what we said), J2n+2 = some value  J2n+1 and Kn (it exists by directness of D). Then remove repetead elements from {Jn}. We get an increasing sequence {Hn} which is cofinal in D (we have KnJnHn, and {Kn} is an enumeration of D). {Hn} changes its value infinitely many times (by removing repeated elements we do not remove changes). Thus, {Jn} is not stationary.
(iii) Stability implies stationarity by points (i) and (ii). 
The converse holds for D=N, because, in this case, all increasing sequences {Jn}nN are cofinal in D=N. Indeed, 0J0 and, since {Jn}n is increasing, (Jn+1)Jn+1; by induction over n we conclude nJn, that is, {Jn}n cofinal in D=N.
We introduce now an example of D in which the stationarity does not imply stability. Take D = {finite parts of N}, xJ = max(J) if all elements in J are >0, and xJ = 0 o.w.. Then {xJ} is stationary (since J={0}, xJ has value 0), but not stable. Take the increasing sequence Jn = {1,...,n}: then the subsequence xJn = n is not stationary.
*

To sum up: in a stationary succession, some non-cofinal subsequence {xdn}n may have no limit. Instead, if {xd}d is stable, and we take any increasing {xdn}n not cofinal in D, the sequence is stationary at some value x’. Remark, x’ may be different from the limit x of {xd}d: take xJ = 0 if all elements in J are even, xJ = 1 if some is odd. Then {xd}d is stable: any subsuccession changes its value at most once, the first time (if any) we add an odd element in d. The limit of {xd}d is x=1, but the subsuccession xJn with Jn = {0,2,4...,2n} has limit x’=0.
What does it means, for our limit interpretation of Classical Logic?

A second reason to define convergence as stability. We start by analyzing the constructive content of a classical reasoning. Let D={finite parts of N}, A[x] be the universal property yN.P(x,y), and suppose A[x]zN.q(z) (q decidable) be a constructive implication. This means that we may effectively compute, out of any x such A[x], some z s.t. q(z). However, as we said in § 5, the proof of existence of x may be classical. In order to perform the computation of z anyway, we remark that, during such computation, we will never instanciate y on all elements of N, but only over some finite subset JN. Consequently, in order to compute z s.t. q(z), we do not need to find an x such that yN.P(x,y), but only some xJ (depending on J), such that yJ.P(xJ,y). Such an xJ may be found (when it exists). In the worst case, we use blind search through N; if we have a classical proof of yN.P(x,y), we may usually find some better method by Realizability Interpretation.

We may now explain a second reason to define convergence as stability. In the example above, if J increases during a computation, following some succession {Jn}, then, in order for the computation of z to terminate, we also need that {xJn} converge to some x’. We do not need {xJn} to converge to the original x, nor to some element of N which satisfies yN.P(x,y). Thus, we need a notion of convergence for {xJ} requiring convergence of all subsuccession of {xJ} (possibly to some x’ different from the original limit x). By the previous Lemma, we need stability rather than stationarity. 
This second motivation for stability would work even if we would use Classical Logic.


(A2) Is there any simpler way to express (intuitionistically) the notion of stability? We found none, except in the case D=N. 

The change ordering on N. We describe  how the definition of >c specializes to the direct set N. To each map c:NJ, we associate an equivalence relation
n=cm    iff    c is constant on [min(n,m),max(n,m)]
and a relation among such equivalence classes, 
n>cm    iff    (n>m and c is not costant over [m,n])
=c and >c are decidable. Equivalence classes over  =c are segments, each with a first element. ncm, defined as (n=cm or n>cm), is a subordering of . 
Stability is Well-foundness of the relation >c. 

Is there any way to restate stability in general? A candidate for a simpler definition of stability could be “bounded number of changes”: a map f:DN changes a bounded number of times iff all successions decreasing w.r.t. the change ordering >f have length n. We will spend some time speaking of this possibility, because it is a trick widely used in Intuitionism: the idea of redefining the notion of “finite” by “having a finite upper bound”. 

The “some” maps have a bounded number of changes: actually, at most 1 change, from false to true. This is not always the case for stable maps, however: for DN, the number of changes may be unbounded. Take D={finite parts of N}, and f:DN defined by: f(J) = min(JCard(J)). This sequence is stable It is enough to prove that if J, then there is a bound to the length of all successions J=J0 >f J1 >f J2 >f …. We will deduce that all J are well-founded, and that  is well-founded because all J strictly including it are. A bound to the length of J0 >f J1 >f J2 >f … is 2.min(J0) (min(J0) is defined because J0). Indeed, f(Jn) may change value at most min(J0) times for n=0,1,2,…,min(J0). From nmin(J0) on, we have nmin(J0)min(Jn), therefore Card(Jn)nmin(Jn), and f(Jn) = min(Jn)min(J0). f(Jn) is weakly decreasing and bounded by min(J0). Thus, f may change value at most min(J0) more times.  . The number of changes, however, is unbounded. For all kN there is some {Jn} such that f(Jn) changes k+1 times. Take Jn=[k+1,k+n], then f(Jn) = min(JCard(J)) = min(k+1,Card(J)) = min(k+1,n). Thus the stream of values:
f(Jn) = 0, 1, 2, …, k,   k+1, k+1, k+1, k+1, ...
changes its value k+1 times. 

There is a second objection to use the notion of “bounded change”, even in the case D=N. The number of changes may bounded classically, but not intuitionistically: there could be no recursive way to compute the upper bound. We will now prove such statement. 
Let f:NN be any total recursive map. Define a total recursive g: NN by:
g(x) 	= 0 		if for no yx we have f(y)=0, otherwise 
g(x)	= min(y,x-y) 	for the first yx s.t. f(y)=0. 
If f is never 0, then g is constantly 0. However, if y is the first value x s.t. f(y)=0, then g is the stream of values:
0,0,0,…,0,   1,2,3,4,5,…,y-1,y,   y,y,y,y,y,y,y,…
with the last value 0 in position y. g changes its value for “y times”. Thus, if z is an upper bound to the changes of g, then z is an upper bound for the first value yx s.t. f(y)=0, too. This means that we may decide if there some y s.t. f(y)=0 just by looking through [0,…,z]. Since y is not computable out of f, then z is not computable out of g.

By generalizing the previous argument, again in the case D=N, we might check that for all recursive ordinal , there are families of total recursive g:NN which are not effectively bound by . By this we mean: there is no recursive way of embedding, in some increasing way, all <g of the famility into . We refer to the book of Ash and Knight (see [0]) for a proof. 
Classically, and in the case D=N, <g is a relation with finite height (there is no more changes from some integer on). However, from an effective viewpoint, all we do know about it is a rather crude information: <g is some recursive well-founded relation, but there is no recursive ordinal bound to the height of <g valid for all g.

(A3) Why should we define equality of sequences cofinally equal? There are two reasons why, when reasoning constructively, we should define equality of stable sequences by being cofinally equal, rather than by stationary equal.
First, a negative reason: constructively, stationarity is too much. Some d s.t. t(e)=u(e) for all ed cannot be found effectively, in general, even when it (classically) exists Proof. Let D=N, and choose any f:N{0,1}. Let gx=min(f([0,x])) (g is the constant “some” map associated to D=N and to the equation f(x)=0). Then x.f(x)=0 iff x.gx=0. Classically, we deduce that either gx=1 from all x, or gx=0 from some n on, and in both cases g is stationary. If we could find an n such that gx is stationary from n, we could decide x.f(x)=0 by deciding gn=0; that is, we could decide the Halting Problem. Thus, there is no effective way of computing such an n, even if it (classically) exists.. Instead, an ed such that t(e)=u(e) may be found recursively when it (classically) exists, just by blind search over D (which is countable).
Second, a positive reason: constructively again, adherence is enough. In no computation we may use the fact that t(e)=u(e) for all ed, because no computation may use infinitely many values. All we need is t(e)=u(e) for all ed in J, some finite set possibly depending on d: J = J(d). This weaker form of stationarity may be proved by cofinality and stability. Check if t(e)=u(e) for all ed in J(d). If we fail for some eJ(d), then t(e)u(e), that is, d>’e in the stable ordering >’ for the pair (t,u). We try again from e, and so on, until we succed by stability.
 
Cofinality is nothing but the approximation of stationarity, in the sense of “approximation” introduced in a previous paper ([1]) by the author and S. Baratella. It is, in fact, a reformulation of the approximation approach inside the limit terminology.


(A4) A Game Intepretation for adherence maps. It is interesting to reconsider our interpretation from a game theoretical viewpoint. We may think of any adherence map :(t=*u) as an effective winning strategy for the game in which our goal is to convince some opponent that (t=*u)N*. (This remark, too, comes from the approximation paper). Each move in the game consists in selecting some dD supporting player’s thesis (that is, such that t(d)=u(d) in our case, such that t(d)u(d) in opponent’s case). The first player to move is the opponent. Afterwards, each player is required to select some eD greater than the previous move; the first who cannot support his thesis has lost. The play eventually ends because both successions are stable, and therefore the truth value of t(d)=u(d) cannot keep on changing along an increasing sequence. 
Thus, in order to having an effective winning strategy, we have to provide some recursive :DD such that (d)d and t((d))=u((d)) for any dD. Such a winning strategy  is nothing but an adherence map. 

